We show that (under MA) for any c many dense sets in Laver forcing L there exists a ff-centered Q Ç L such that all the given dense sets are dense in Q . In particular, MA implies that L satisfies MA and does not collapse the continuum and the additivity of the Laver ideal is the continuum.
Introduction
In [V] a model for ZFC has been constructed where Martin's Axiom holds for perfect set forcing ( §) and the continuum is arbitrarily large. It is clear that for this we cannot just iterate forcing with S since then we would have to use countable supports and hence would never get the continuum larger than co2 . Velickovic's method is roughly the following. For P a forcing notion and f a class (or property) of forcing notions consider the following statement 'ê'(P) :
Whenever 2! is a family of at most 2N° many dense sets in P, p £ P, then there is a ß € £?, p £ Q ç P, such that for every D £ 3, DnQ is dense in Q.
Velickovic constructs a finite support iteration where each iterand is alternately either a carefully chosen finite support product of ccc suborderings of S or an arbitrary ccc forcing. The delicate point is to show that each of those finite support products is ccc. In that way a model is obtained where simultaneously ccc( § ) (where ccc is the class of all partial orderings satisfying the countable chain condition) and MA hold. Then clearly MA( S ) is also true.
Velickovic proves that MA is not enough to get MA( S ), a fortiori MA does not imply ccc( S ). In [V] it is even shown that PFA implies the failure of ccc( § ).
Velickovic indicates that a construction similar to that he does for S works for all tree-like forcings. Here we show that at least for Mathias, Laver, and Miller forcing there is no need for such a construction. Writing t for the length of the shortest maximal tower in [co] w/finite, we show: Theorem, (a) t = c implies a-centered (Mathias) .
(b) t = c implies a-centered (Laver) . (c) MA( o-centered) implies a-centered (Miller) .
Our method of proof uses ideas from [JMS] . As corollaries of the theorem we obtain that if MA holds, then first, Mathias, Laver, and Miller forcings do not collapse the continuum-in the case of Laver forcing our proof is a slight improvement of the result "MA( a-centered) implies that Laver forcing does not collapse cardinals" from [JMS] (recall that MA( c-centered) easily implies t = c ), for Miller forcing this provides a correction to the proof from [JMS] . Second, MA holds for these forcings, and third, the ideals associated with them have additivity continuum.
2. Capturing density 2.1. Definition. If P is a forcing notion, D ç P dense, Q ç P, then we say that Q captures the density of D if D n Q is dense in Q.
If 2 is a family of dense sets, then we say that Q captures the density of Ü? if and only if Q captures the density of each D £ 2¡ .
2.2. Definition. If ^ is a class of forcing notions, P a forcing notion, then we write W(P) for the statement Whenever 2> is a family of at most 2N° many dense sets in P, p £ P, then there is a Qe?, p £QQ P, which captures the density of 2¡ . (This notion is due to [V] .)
The motivation for this concept is given by the following two facts:
2.3. Fact. If MA( f ) and f ( P ), then MA( P ).
(Here, MA( P ) means that for any collection of less than 2N° many dense sets in P there exists a filter intersecting all of them. MA( 9* ) means that MA( P ) holds for all P in f. Thus, the usual MA is MA(ccc).) 2.4. Fact. If ccc( P ), then P does not change the cofinality of any cardinal <2N°.
Proof. Assume ccc( P ); let X < cf(/c), k < c ; and assume that Po II-/ : X -► k is cofinal. Clearly all sets Da and all sets Ey are dense.
Let Q ç P be a ccc set capturing the density of all Da and all Ey, with po^Q-Let G ç Q be generic, po £ G. Since Q is ccc,
It is easy to see that (in V[G] ):.
(1) R is a function (with domain X ) and (2) the range of R is cofinal in k .
3. Laver forcing 3.1. Theorem. t = c implies a-centered(Laver). 3.2. Notation. L will be the set of conditions in Laver forcing. For p £ h we let stem(p) £ <coco be the stem of p and p~ := {s £ p : stem(p) ç s}. succp(j) := {/ : s~i £ p}.
Note that we write forcing "upwards": p > q if and only if p C q if and only if p "extends" q if and only if p "has more information than" q.
We write p>° q if and only if p > q and stem(/?) = stem(^).
3.3. Definition. Let k be an ordinal. A sequence A = (Aa : a < k) is called a tower of height k if (1) Va : Aa ç oj and (2) Va < ß : Aß Ç* Aa , i.e., Aß -Aa is finite. A is called maximal if there is no set AK such that (Aa : a < k + 1) is a tower.
We let t be the minimal height of a maximal tower. It is well known that MA (or even MA( cr-centered)) implies t = c.
3.4. Definition. Let Ä = (As : s £ <m(û) be a family of infinite sets. We let lj := {p e L : (Vs £p~)As ç* succès)}. 3 .5. Definition. For Ä and B as in 3.4 we write Ä >* B if Vs £ <wcoAs C* Bs.
Clearly, if p, q £ L¿ and stem(/?) = stem(^), then also p n q £ ~LÄ. Hence L¿ is cr-centered.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let 21 be a collection of c many dense sets in L, and po a condition, and enumerate L x 2 as Lx2 = {(pa,Da):a< c}.
We will define a sequence (Âa : a < c) Âa = (Af : s £ <0)co) satisfying (*) Vs : (Af : a < c) is a tower.
The construction proceeds by induction on a. For a = 0, let
If a is a limit, we define A° such that (*) is satisfied, using t = c. If a = ß + 1, we distinguish two cases:
Case 1. For no Â >* À& , Pß £ h¿. In this case we let A* = Af for all s .
Case 2. Otherwise, let Sß := stem(pß) and p'ß := {s£pß: Ví £ dom(s) (i < \sß\ or s(i) £ A*u)}.
We claim that p'ß is a condition, p'ß > Pß, and stem(pó) = stem(pß), and for all s £ p'ß we have sucty (s) = succPß(s) n A¡ . For this it is enough to see that for each s £ pj , succès) n A% is infinite. If not, then there is s £ p7 such that suecas) n Aßs is finite.
Since Pß £ L¿ for some A >* Äß and hence As C* succPß(s), we conclude that As n A¡ is finite-a contradiction, since As ç* A¡ . Now we can find a condition qß>p'ß, qß £ Dß and define Aa.= fsuccès) ifseqj, I A § otherwise.
Note that qß £ Lja. This concludes the construction of the sequence of Äa 's.
Now we let Q := \Ja<c L¿¡a, and we claim that:
(1) V£<a: LÄßCLÄ<., (2) Q is cr-centered, and (3) Q captures the density of 2 .
The proof of these claims will finish the proof of the theorem, since clearly Po £ hÂo Ç Q.
Proof of (1). Obvious.
Proof of (2). If p, q £ Q with stem(p) = stem(<?), then there is a such that p, q £ L> . So p n q £ L^ ç Q.
Proof of (3). Let D £ 2, p £ Q. We claim that there is q £QnD, q>p.
Assume that (D,p) = (Dß,Pß). We only have to show that qß is well defined. But this is obvious since by pß £ Q at stage ß + 1 we must have been in Case 2.
3.6. Remark. A similar construction, using only one tower instead of a system of towers, shows the analogous result for Mathias forcing.
3.7. Definition. Let £° denote the a-ideal of all X c o/" such that Vp e L3q £ L(q > p and [q] n X = 0). Remember that add(¿°) is the minimal cardinality of a family of members of £° whose union does not belong to Io .
3.8. Corollary. MA implies add(i°) = c. Proof. Let (Xa : a < k) be a family in ¿° and k < c. Let Da = {p £ L : [p] n Xa = 0} . Observe that Da is >°-dense in L, i.e., Vp £ L3q £ Da(q > p and stem (p) = stem (q)). Now choose a ccc QQh which captures the density of (Da : a < k) .
Define "amoeba forcing" for Q as follows: s/(Q) = {(p, n) : p £ Q, 1 < n <co} ordered by ip,n)>(q,m)if and only if p > q and n > m and V/ < m p(i) = q(i) where p(') is the canonical enumeration of p~ . In particular, this implies stem(p) = p(0) = q(0) = stem(q).
If we know that L>* = {(/?, n) : p £ Da} is dense in sf(Q) and s/(Q) is ccc, then applying MA to sf(Q) and (D*a : a < k) we could obtain a Laver tree whose branches are disjoint from every Xa , and since the whole argument could be done above a given tree, we would be done.
But, in fact, without loss of generality we may assume that each D* is dense. For in the construction of Q in the proof of 3.1 ,using the observation that each Da is >°-dense, at stage a = ß+1 we may choose qß £ Dß such that qfi >° Pß . But then each Da is >°-dense in Q and hence, as can be easily checked, D* is dense in $f (Q) . Furthermore, two conditions in sf(Q), say (p, n), (q, m) are compatible provided stem(p) = stem(^), n = m, and V/ < np(i) = q(i). This is true since two conditions in Q with the same stem s have an extension in Q with stem 5. This shows that sf(Q) is even cr-centered. Again we recall that p > q means "p is stronger than q ", i.e., p ç q . In 4.3-4.10 we modify the argument of [JMS] to find a <* which is transitive. 
/ £ Ps implies set, and (3) for s£oj" if t, f £ Ps and t^t', then t(n) ¿ t'(n).
4.4. Definition. Given any good sequence P = (Ps : s £ <co(o) we determine (Ps € F : s £ <<0co) as follows. For each 5 let S be the smallest subset of <ww such that s £ S and if t £ S then P, ç S. Then ps is the unique condition in F such that S = split^). In other words, s = stem^), and if t £ split(ps) then SuccPs(t) = P,.
If Q, P', etc., are good, then qs, p's, etc., will be defined similarly. 4.7. Definition. Let P and Q be good. We will write P >* Q if and only if
(1) There exists P' « P such that P'>Q.
4.8. Lemma. If there exists Q' such that P>Q'kQ; then P >* Q, i.e., there is P' such that P « P' >Q. Moreover, we can choose P' such that P' > P.
Schematically, we can write this as follows:
Proof. Assume we have P > Q' ~ Q. Recall that for all s £ <woe we have Ps ç split(&). We can define P' by P's := Ps n split(ft).
Fix 5 £ <wco. To understand why Ps =* P's we consider the function ps defined on svlit(q's) -split(qs) as follows: For any r £ split(^) we can find a finite sequence s = r0 Q rx ç ■ ■ ■ ç r" = t, where for all k < n we have rk+x £ Q'n .
For / £ split(^) -split(^) we let Ps(t) := the minimal rk+x with rk+x £ QTk Note that s c ps(t) ç t, so ps(t)(\s\) = t(\s\) , hence (by 4.3(3) ) the function Ps \PS is one-to-one . Hence \{t£Ps:t t split(qs)}\ < Y, \Q'r -QA = finite. r So for all 5 we have Ps =* P's, in particular, we get that P' is good. Let A:={t £ <<0(o : 3s € <wco : t ç s A Qs ¿ Q's} . A is finite (and downward closed), and for s £ A we have qs = q's and hence P's = Ps. So P' « P.
Finally, it is clear that P' > Q and P' > P. 4.9 . Remark. This shows that P>*Q if and only if there is P' « P, P' > Q, P' > P.
Proof. If P « Px > Q, then we can apply 4.8 to the relation P > P « Px and get P' such that P > P IA « a P' > P\ > Q 4.10. Corollary, (a) <* is transitive. (b) // Px >' P2 >* ■ >* Pn, then there exists P* such that for i=l, ... , n we have P* >P¡.
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Proof. If P >* Q >* R, then there are P' and Q' such that P « P' > Q « Q' > R.
By 4.9 we may assume P < P'. By 4.8 we can find P* such that
This proves (a), and also (b) for the case n = 3. For general n the proof of (b) is similar. 4 .11. Fact. For P good, r £ F, the following are equivalent:
Now define Q as follows:
(1) If s e split(<7), then Qs := Succ"(s).
(2) Otherwise, Qs := Q\ .
So in any case we have Qs ç split(^) and hence Q > Qx >* P, and clearly qe¥Q. 4 .15. Lemma. Assume MA K(a-centered). If (Pa : a < k) is a >*-descending sequence, then there exists PK such that for all a, PK >* Pa. Proof. Given a sequence (Pa : a < k) , we define the following forcing notion: Elements are of the form (F, Ts : s e S), where F is a finite subset of k , S a finite subset of <0)co, and each 7* a finite subset of <ü>co with (i) t £ Ts implies s c t and (ii) for s £ co" , if /, t' £ Ts and t # t', then t(n) ¿ t'(n).
We let (F, 7, : s £ S) < (F', T's : s £ S') if and only if To check that each P, is infinite, we use 4.10(b) and a density argument.
Similarly as in the proof for Laver forcing, 4.15 and 4.14 imply that MA (or indeed MA( er-centered)) implies ccc( F ) and that the additivity of the Miller ideal is c.
